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MANAGING OPIOID PRESCRIBING PATTERNS

Data Visualization Conduit for 
Transformation  



The Upstate and Midlands regions represent 
51% (2.6 Million individuals) of the total 2019 
South Carolina population.

Prisma Health Facts (FY18):

Largest not-for-profit healthcare system in South 
Carolina
2,998 Beds
250+ Sites of Care 
32,000 Team Members
4.3B Total Operating Revenue

HIMSS Stage 7 certified for all hospitals
Epic installation is mature and rich with 
structured data.



Data and Analytics Team began our Qlik® journey 
in August 2017

Focused on developing apps used across the 
organization including Quality and Safety, Volumes 

and Revenue, Supply Expenses and Collection 
Rates

We found if you’re not creating a little friction…



South Carolina is heavily affected by the 
nationwide opioid crisis, with opioid 
overdose deaths up 75% over the past 
five years 

As a healthcare provider, we needed to 
do our part to manage overprescribing 
behaviors

Implications for both PR and risk



In the KLAS report Opioid 
Management Perception 
2018, 74% of healthcare 
organizations surveyed 
categorized the state of their 
opioid stewardship as ‘novice’ 
or ‘beginner’.



Overwhelmed with massive, 
unreadable spreadsheets

Data was not actionable, frustration 
was apparent

Formed Opioid Stewardship 
Committee, with no playbook for 
working together



Early analysis shed light on 
upstream workflow issues

EMR highlighted missing Dx on 
prescriptions and prescriptions 
without start and stop dates

Data discovery on key fields for 
completeness, min and max 
values, trends and investigated 
unusual and unexpected values for 
explanatory relationships



Developed Qlik app with 
visualizations of prescribing habits 
and counts and ability to drill 
down

Visibility led to new concerns and 
new questions among physicians

Design enabled easy consumption 
and promoted actionability









Cumulative total discharge 
MME burden was reduced by 
30.3% from Q2 2017 to 
compared to Q3 2018



New exposure of this sensitive data was met with 
resistance and concern over reaction within the 

physician community

Raised important questions over data governance 
and access



Data visualization worked as 
a conduit between technical 
and clinical teams

“We need to start learning again. 
We’ve become complacent in 
medicine.”

Next target: Antibiotic utilization 
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Thank You

Stay in the know on Qlik product 
innovations. Register for our quarterly 
webinar series.

qlik.com/QlikInsider

Want to learn more? Check out these resources: 

Connect with Qlik enthusiasts around the 
world. Learn, share and explore. 
Register today.

community.qlik.com
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Breakout 
Session Survey

We strive to improve the event 

each year and are interested in 

hearing your feedback on this 

session.  

To access the session survey 

please log into the mobile app 

and click this session on your 

personal agenda. 

Click the Survey button in the 

top menu to complete the 

survey.

We thank you in advance!



Thank You


